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ABSTRACT

He discuss the two different response* from the anglosperms to the

specific molecular nechanisns of the tumor-inducing agent contained In the

bacterium Aarobacteriua tumefaclens. This is done in terns of the collective

variables for expressing genetic response to a continuously varying supply of

energy from metabolic pathways. He are led to the conjecture that the

expression of the recessive oncogenea may-not be restricted to humans

(retinoblastOM and osteoaarcoma), but may also occur In plants (crown gall),

and be expressed through a heat-shock.
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1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Crown galls and animal tumors.

In the present work we discuss genetic disorders in plants

of the kind in which growth regulation Is lost. In fact some plant

pathogenic soil bacteria (Agrobacterium tumefaclens ) induce In some

gymnosperms, and most dicotyledonous anglosperms, a tumor or tume-

faction called crown gall. This is a localized swelling ( callus )

of tissue made up of cells which lack organization! This genetic

disorder is of remarkable appeal In view of some similarities with

cancer cells In animal tumors!

-In some infections secondary galls may appear at nodes,

some distance from the original infection [ 9 ]. This is reminis-

cent of metastasis of tumors in animals.

-Cells from crown gaits retain their capacity to proceed

dividing, even if the bacteria A. tumefaciens is eliminated from the

crown gall, or from a corresponding cell culture.

It seems, therefore, worthwhile, to undestand as well as

possible this particular bacterial disease.

(b) The molecular mechanism of dtcot Infectlonl the Tl plasmid.

The Molecular Biology of the crown gall disease has been

extensively studied, leading to the view that the tumor-Indueing

( Ti ) agent is an extrachromosomal DNA molecule contained in A.

tumefaclens that replicates Independently of its chromosomes. In

fact, it is a plasmid DNA which functions when It Integrates a seg-

ment { called the transforming DNA, or T-DNA ) Into the genome of

the host cells [11].
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(c) The collective mechanisms of dtcot Infection: motivation for

their study.

A major difficulty in using Tl-based vectors In monocots

Is that A. tumefaciens Is not amongst their pathogens: In fact,

monocots are not susceptible to crown-gall disease at the whole

plant level [ 3 ] , although it has been demonstrated that the trans-

formation of gramineous protoplasts ( producing genetically modified

callus tissue ) can be achieved by direct gene transfer. The induc-

tion of tumorous growth in, for Instance, Asparagus plants by A.

tumefaciens shows that some monocots are subject to Infection and

can express tumor DNA [ 7 ]. In order to complete the picture, it

should be recalled that some recent data indicates that the Tl plas-

mld may be a useful vector for transforming some monoo.otyledonous

plant species, but this experiment does not Imply any oncogenlclty

[ 6 ].

In spite of the above difficulties, it is still true that

genetic engineering of cereal crops Is potentially one of the im-

portant reasons for studying first of all the dicotyledonous npo-

plastlc disease. A more comprehensive understanding of this old

subject - Its first description dating back Into ancient times [ 4 ],

may give us insights into the more Important monocotyledonous plants,

which Include the cereal crops.

2. THE COLLECTIVE BIOLOGY OF THE CROWN GALL DISEASE

In view of the above-mentioned importance of the further
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understandlng of dicotyledonous plant infection, we propose to

reconsider this question in the framework of the collective ap-

proach to Molecular Biology, recently Introduced [ 2 ], Its physical

basis is sufficiently close to basic quantum mechanical

concepts for allowing us to expect its range of validity to span

from animal to plant cells. We also feel that this novel approach

to biology may even throw some light on the nature of the earliest

life forms [ 1 ].

The main lesson we may expect to draw from the Collective

Biology of plant genetics is the discovery of a relationship between

netabolic flow of energy E to which the chromosomes
m

as well as the extra chromosomal material ( plasmlds ) are subject

to, and the repressor parameter / \ f 2 ].

We leave it to the next section the consideration of the

collective mechanism, in terms of which we will attempt to dls -

cuss the different responses to A. tumefaciens by the two sub -

classes of anglosperms that concern us here.

3. GENETIC EXPRESSION OF THE CROWN GALL CELLS

(a) Theory.

To appreciate the usefulness of the repressor parameter,

and in order to make this work self-contained, we recall the

following biochemical concepts, needed for a complete understand-

ing of the arguments that follow •



Covalent bonds of certain macromolecules of the living

eetl, must be broken in order to initiate a given reaction, which

in turn implies that such bonds must acquire certain additional

energy. This has been called the activation energy E( a ), responsible

for making the bonds less stable, I.e., more reactive.

Certain enzymes may achieve a catalytic reduction of E( a ) in such

a manner that this energy barrier may be overcome by normal thermal

perturbations of the macromolecules, thus giving rise to a par-

ticular reaction.

As an example) the enzyme RNA-polymerage may catalyze the

synthesis of a copy of RNA from a sequence of nucleotides in a

certain region of DNA, a process which is known as DNA transcrip -

tion. In order for RNA-polymerase to transcribe DNA, some temporal

change in the conformation of the nucleosome is required. This

requires activation energy E( a ); but for an overall adequate con-

trol of gene expression further activation energies are required, in

general, E( a ) ' , E( a )'', and so forth. Specific examples are

well known: methylases, phosphorylases, acetylases, just to name a few.

Therefore, gene expression requires the accessibility of

a definite amount of metabolic energy capable of activating dif -

ferent processes:

E( a ) • E( s (1)

The dots represent further energetic requirements for adequate

gene expression. We have succeeded to formulate analytically
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certain hypothesis of classical genetics in terms of the repressor

parameter ,/\. [ 2 ].

(b) Temperature dependent: recovery of the crown gall tumor.

When the host genome is increased by integration of the

T-DNA from the vector, we would expect ,/V to alter its value since,

according to our hypothesis [ 2 ], the repressor parameter depends

on the degree of DNA condensation in a relation of direct propor-

tionality. In our previous work we discussed extensively some

evidence from classical genetics supporting the Repressor Hypo-

thesis. Perhaps the clearest example was the silencing of an X-

chromosome early In the embryogenesis of female mammals.

However, the main point worth underlining here is that if

the repressor parameter depends on the degree of DNA condensation,

this would in turn imply that It would also depend on temperature,

a statement which may be written symbolically as ^ = ^ ( T ).

This may be understood in terms of the constituents of chromatin,

namely DNA and proteins ( hlstones as well as nonhistone ones ),

which under a temperature gradient would tend to denature them -

selves, thus leading to a relaxation of the degree of condensation,

In other words, lowering the repressor parameter.

From the experimental remark that the host genome is in-

creased by integration of T-DNA from the vector, it Is a priori

difficult to make a definite statement regarding gene expression

without any further structural information on the plasmid. How-

ever, a point that is forced upon us is that the repressor para -

meter may normally inhibit the expression of recessive oncogenes [ 5 ]
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in dicotyledonous plants that have been Infected by A. tumefaciens;

as a consequence of the integration of T-DNA the altered represser

parameter increases in view of the fact that it is packing more DNA,

in agreement with our hypothesis.

It is interesting to notice that the first recessive onco-

gene in animal tumors has now been isolated and apparently causes

rumor in the eyes ( retinoblastoma ) and in the bones { osteosarcoma ).

The defect that gives rise to these tumors Is in a segment in the

13ql4 band ( Paris nomenclature ) [ 5 ].

The crown gall causing effects of a recessive gene would

result, as In the above examples of human tumors, from the gene in-

actlvatlon rather than from its abnormal activation. At the temper-

atures for which the crown gall develops optimally the plasmid has

raised Its degree of packing ( due to T-DNA ) so as to yield a

value of the represser parameter that cannot be overcome by the orga-

nism's own metabolic pathways.

However, under an appreciable increment in the temperature

the reprcssor parameter would decrease due to the loosening of the

DNA packing, in agreement with our hypothesis [ 2 ], and new genes,

including the postulated recessive oncogene will be expressed, due

to the "heat-shock" to which it has been subjected.

A. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The gradual turning on of new genes,as the temperature to

which an organism Is subjected to is increased, is well documented'

the expression of heat-shock proteins has been observed from soybean
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to mice, from archaebacteria to man [ 8 ]. Such a response to higher

temperatures may, In fact, be properly called universal, and should

clearly apply to the phenomenon of crown gall tumors.

It has been known for some time that crown gall tumors,

which are initiated in certain plant species, develop optimally between

20° and 27° C, but not above 30° C [ 10 ]. Our work has suggested

that above 30° C, the repressor parameter is sufficiently small for

the plant's own metabolic energy to overcome the inhibition to gene

expression that had been initiated by A. tumefaciens , as it incor-

porated T-DNA into the genome of the host cell. Above such "critical"

temperatures heat-shock proteins - the product of the postulated

recessive gene may be expressed thus removing the source of the onco-

geniclty - leading to the recovery of the crown gall tumor.

Finally, as conclusion, we may say that the collective approach

to plant genetics provides an important insight into oncogenlcity

in dicotyledonous plants. By extending Collective Biology from

human genetics [ 2 ] to plant genetics - as we have attempted to do

in the present work - we have provided a framework for discussing

tumor growth in plants, and has further suggested for the first time,

the expression of recessive oncogenes In dicotyledonous plants.
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